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America's $1.4 trillion healthcate industry is poised to grorv rapidly in volumes, revenues and
expenditures. Rising healthcare expenditures srgnal a refurn of medical rnflatron, with double-drgit
premrum increases for employers and consumers, and an increased threat of more government
regulation and healthcate reforms. In addiuon, the post I /1,1 economic recession and layoffs have
increased the number of uninsured patients. While hospitals are investing in expansion iruuauves,
thete is a continued workforce shortage, parucularly in nurstng. According to Russell Coile, Jr.
(1999), healthcare is in crisis.
Mote focus is being placed on leadership to empower employees and create positive patient
care experiences. Healthcare leadership carries enormous responsibrlity; effecuve leadership is cr-ucial
fot effective, safe patient ca;re. Servant leadership, first popularized by Robert Greenleaf in 1970,
provides an effective model for healthcare leadership because it puts serving others as the number
one priority. The characterisucs of a servant leader rnclude: listening, empathy, healing, awareness,
persuasiofl, conceptualization, foresight, stewardship, commrtment to the growth of the people, and
building community. These characteristics mirror many values in healthcare and the successful
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implementation of a servant leadership culture will enable hospitals to navigate through the cunent
crisis. Servant leadership is being successfully implemented rn many industries, hut there are only a
few examples in healthcare.
Ttus paper explotes the trends in healthcare and their implicauons for leadership. It explarns
the value of adopting a servant leadetship model and examines how a servant leadership culture can
be successfully developed and sustained.
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Healthcare Crisis
In a real sense, there has always been a healthcare ctisis rn the Uruted States and there will
always be one. Because it is always changing and advancing technologically, the healthcare rndusry
condnuously faces new challenges. There is a real conflict between how much mofley consumers
and tnsurers are wrlling to spend on healthcare, and how much care healthcare providers think is
appropriate.
Healthcare is a large and complex industry. This multifaceted system is the largest
industty in the United States economy at 1,4 percent of the gross national product (Zrllars,
2004). In addition to being the largest industry, it continues to grow at a t^ptd pace. I.Jational
healthcare expendirures climbed to $1.3 billion ln 2000, i:ncreasing7.4 percent over previous years
(Coile, 2002).
Healthcare costs continue to rise at a rate higher than general rnflauon. Addrng to the
problem, over 4t mrl]ron people are uninsured, while millions more are undednsured. The recession
has had an rmpact on the number of uninsured Americans. Lawrence Gostln (cited rn Grlkey , 1999,
p.52) states that, "over forty rnilhon people in the United States lack health insuraflce coverage at
any time". This equates to approximately fifteen percent of the populatron. Thus , m^rty people go
without basic healthcare. This rmpacts theu quality of care, the nsks associated with not receiving
proPer care, and the financial stress put on healthcare organizations to pick up the expense.
Those pauents that have Medicaid have addiuonal problems. Medrcaid is a particulrtly
unstable source of coverage, and mansitions off Medrcaid usually result in a ume uninsured. Two-
thirds (65 percent) of those who lost Medrcaid cover^ge between 2000 and 2004 became uninsured.
Further, alzrge proportion (40 percent) of those ever on Medicaid lost coverage and then re-
entolled later, in a repeated pattern of cycJing rn and out of public coverage (Gostin, cited in Gilkey,
1 eee).
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Rising costs are 
^ 
function of many related issues including:
. Admrnistradve rnefficiency
r Ovelpricing of services
r Over-uttlization of services
' Increase in the elderly population and in chronic health and societal problems.
Healthcare is paid for by three primary sources. Government pays almost 44 percent of the
national healthcare bill. Over 75 percent of expenditures are paid by federal programs, such as
Medicare and programs for the mrlitary and veterans, federal prisonets, and l{anve Americans; and
state Medrcaid programs to provide senrices to the desutute and disabled. The second source of
funding is private insurance, either prld for by employers or purchased by indrviduals. Finally,
rndividuals who do not have insutance may pay dtectly for health services or non-covered services
such as home care, nursrng home care, certain dtugs, and outpadent therapies.
Healthcare requites hrgh capital investrnent to sustain compeutiveness; hence, there is
significant pressure for financial accountabrliry. Capital is necessary for healthcare to expand
programs, remodel and buitd new hospitals, and purchase fleu/ equipment. Having access to capital
is essenual for the growth of the healthcare industry. In addition, the nursing profession accouflts
for as much as half of an organlzation's total expeflses. Seniot leadership must justify capital
expendtrures and operate within producuvity standards. These standards must balance developing
cost effecuve services with providrng effective care.
Healthcare is also extremely complex. The healthcare system consists of hospitals, inpauent
and outpatient clinics, nutsing homes, rehab faciJities, hospice care, on-line carc and in-home c re.
In addition, chi-topracttc services, dental services, and natural healing are often grouped into
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healthcare. There are fot-profit and not-for-profit hospitals. Most hospitals are union based;
others, such as the county hospitals, operate without union presence.
Healthcare orgaruzations actoss Minnesota are complex in sftucture. Mrnnesota prevents
for-profi.t models of healthcare and has a poliucal legacy and commrnity focus much rnore
analogous to the prairie states in Canada than to the states in the rest of the region (I{ornson, 2000).
For-ptofit hospitals rypically prefer working in non-uruon facilities, but Minnesota is predominantly
a union state for healthcare. Uruons increase operauonal expenses, especially dunng contract
negotiatrons and suikes.
Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) v/ere f,tst developed in Minnesota and have
quickly spread thtoughout the United States. Mrnnesota is the headquarters of United HealthCare,
the leadrng commercial HMO. HMO's are an rnexpensive way for pauents to receive care, but the
most restrictive. The plan only covers doctors in the network and requires referrals to see a
specialist. Physicians work in a group to provide services and a1l prescripuons and additional care
must be approved prior to service. This cost-effective option has become popular and widespread
over the past 25 years as healthcare costs have contjnued to rise and the population has continued to
age.
Healthcare is currently facrng many challenges: the post I /ll recession, Medicare reforms,
increased competiuon, and the cost of technolog[, to narne a few. Politically, the Republican Party
often has little interest in healthcare issues and the Democradc Parfy very few new ideas. The
Democrats have backed off from therr health reform positions of earlier decades, when they
seriously pursued universahry, at least for the elderly and the poor. The new political debate centers
more on regul^ting managed care than on making meaningful expansions of coverage (\{orrison,
2000).
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Many hospitals ate challenged by the decrease in Medicare reimbursement. In fact, the
Medrcare program is heading towatds bankruptcy. According to Medicare's own trustees (Gr1key,
1999) the Medicare trust fund would have been depleted by the year2000 if itwere not for Medicate
reforms. The refortns' accotding to Grlkey (1999) wrll only delay the problems. He also states that
"by the year 2045, when today's high school graduates redre, almost 53 percent of the U.S. taxable
payroll will be needed to fund the Social Security and Medrcare benefits promised under current
lzw" @.362).
Accordrng to Coile (1999), seven criucal components mark the emergtng U.S. healthcare
industry:
' Thlrd-party payers ate telinquishing their effotts to control health costs, focusrng
narrowly on marketrng and customer service to demonstrate their value as rnore
taditional intermedraries.
! Providers are assuming financial, professional, legal and moral risk for patreflt care in
capitated payment arrangements.
t Consurners with access to extensive on-line infotmation and pauent support groups take
an active role rn theu own health improvement.
' Information systems are linking highly decentralized provider networks to integrated
care systems by ptoviding real-trme information on patient stafus, chnical care, and
frnancial costs.
r The health system is refocusing on health promotion for the 85 percent of the
population who are the worried well and the 15 percent who are at risk or are already
chronically,ll.
' On-line rrurses and home health workers are providmg day-to-d ay rn nagement for high-
risk patients and the chrorucally iIl.
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I Public report cards are supply*g detailed rnformation ofl clinical outcomes and patient
satisfaction for each health plan and ptovider network.
Healthcare is rypically not seen as a "business" by the larget populanon, but instead a place
to heal the sick and to provide care for those in need. Indeed, hospitals are service organizadons.
However, hospitals cannot schedule services like most tndustdes because of the wide fluctuations in
patient load. Hospitals "seldom use a machine shop priority system such as first come frst served
for treating emergency patients. They do schedule ptoducts (such as surgeries) just like a factory,
even though finished goods inventories cannot be kept and capaciues must meet wide variations in
demand" (Heizer & Rende41"999, p. 601).
Since the business function of health care was not a priority, the non-profit healthcare sector
has undergone much scrutiny ftom the Attorney General of Minnesota in the past few ysa15.
According to Minnesota Public Radio,
h[innesota Attorney Genetal Mike Hatch has released his year-and-a-half-long invesugatron
into the state's largest health-care organiz^t7orr, Allina Health System. At the same tirne,
Allina announced it has agteed to pay $16 mlhon to settle a federal invesugauon into
rmproper billing. The two actions end the state and federal probes into Alhna, and the
company says it's trylng to move forward with new management and policies prevenung
wasteful spendrng (h4cCallum, 2001).
As a result, thete has been more focus placed on the bottom line, and less on the pauents. The
coflsequences have become evident in recent flews stodes of malptacdce lawsurts (R-ubrn, 2004).
Many hospitals and clinics desperately need to refocus thet values and develop new
strategies to deal rvith the changing environment. Thrs requtes leadership and improved employee
rnorale to continue the panent focus while adhering to govetnment policies and regulations.
Increased focus on qualiry healthcare by caring employees is creatmg competition rn ught markets.
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Labor shortages continue to thteaten the health industry with more than 125,000 flurse vacancies
across the Uruted States (Coile, 2000). Healthcare otganizations ate begrnning to think creatively
about how to improve pauent satisfaction and condnue havrng profitable patient volumes. These
unique challenges exempli& th. need for quality leadership in health care.
Recent research has suggested that 1ob sausfactron substantially influences job performarlce,
as well as other rmportant areas such as health and general sausfaction. One of the most important
factors that posiuvely influences job satisfaction is "a participatory management style wluch
emphasizes employee empowerment, a positive and non-critical approach to problem-solvrng, and
team-building" flffiilson, 1998). Other factors are:
I 7\ parucipative, "caring," supportive, and innovative organizauonal climate that fosters
trust in managernent;
t Opportunities for advancement and promouon; and
I Interesting, challenging work with task variety.
Employee dissatisfaction not only leads to absenteeism, employee furnover, and decreased
producuviry, it also adversely affects the employee and department morale.
Healthcare leadership is under stress, because of these diverse challenges facing healthcare
today. The most visible leadership role in a healthcare orgafiza;tion is the Nurse Manager. Given
the nurstng profession's unique position in healthcare systems, development of strong executive
leadership is a paramount coflcerrl Most nurses rn leadership positrons have been taught leadership
only as part of their basic nursing education. At that time, however, they have no professional
experience upofl whrch to reflect. They can only absorb general information and principles and
observe those actions of other flurses in leadership roles. Consequently, many are unprepared for
ther later leadetship roles and responsibilitres. They have excellent cLinical skills, whrch can provide
some leadership competencies, such as conflict management and teamwork, but those competencies
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alone wtll not ptovide successful leadetship. Leadership development will provide competencies
and skills to acdvely wotk thtough these challenges and provide excellent service to employees and
patients alike. Leadetship development is essendal to navigate through the healthcare crisis. It will
move leaders beyond emergency intervention to leading others by serving others.
The healthcare challenge has been termed a crisis for decades. Managers have tradrtionally
operated in crisis rnode, often putting out the ftst fue th.y encounter. The extemal and internal
Pressures do not have an irnmediate frx. The econoln/, the governmeflt, the population, capital, and
technoloW are all factors that affect the industry. However, there are options that can help leaders
deal effectrvely with healthcare challenges. Leaders may have litde influence on exterflal factors, but
there are changes within the structure that can soften the internal challenges. Examining processes
for quality, developing a cofirmon leadershrp phrlosophy and structure across the orgaflLzation, and
creating resources to support the change ma{ragement are examined further.
Servant Leadership I
Purpose of the Study
The healthcare crisis presents ongorng challenges for healthcare orgaruzations, leaders, and
human resource ptofessionals. To successfully address these challenges, effective leadershrp must
be developed and sustained. Tlus study examines why and how the servant leadershrp can be an
effecuve model for healthcare leaders to apply in empowering employees, increasrng producuvity,
and reduring turnover. Of specifi.c interest is the potentral apphcauon of this model for A1lina
Hospitals and Clinics.
This study is specifically intended to answer the followrng questions:
1. !flhat human resource strategies can be employed to help healthcare organizations respond to
the current challenges?
2. Why is servant leadership an effective model for healthcare?
3. How can a sefirant leadership culture be developed and sustained?
4. Sflhat specific recommendations are appropriate for Allina Hospitals and Clinics?
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Responding to the Challenge
The rapidly expandrng scope of healthcare has led to increasrng comple*ity * its delivery.
Patient sarisfaction is tncreasrngly taken as afl important measure of qualiry by most hospitals. The
expectatrons that people have towards medical c te ate ever incteasing and are limited not only to
the clinical outcomes, but also involve the delivery process, matgin of safeqr, and behavior of
personnel. There is a need to use the principles of quality assurarrce systems coveting all activities of
the healthcare unit. Variations in the $pes of healthcare make it necessary that some form of
grading is incorpotated into the assessment process to deliver exceptional patieflt care. It is clear
frorn the foregoing that the most mportant factors for improving performaflce and indu.rng
workets to change behavior are quality care and job satisfaction. Iv{any leadership theories offer ways
to improve qualiry and bnng iob satrsfaction to employees in ways that enhance patient sausfaction
with the services provided.
Srnce hospital maflagement is a criucal part of the healthcare industry and depends largely on
its employees to deltver quahty care, the Human Resources department plays a central role. It must
balance the quality of care with producuvity to ensure profitabrlity. Two human resource strategies
to addtess these needs are Total Quality Management (TQNQ and leadershrp development. The
primary TQM principles focus on satisfi,ing the needs and expectations of customers and to
constantly improve the qualiy of all organizauonal activities and processes. Leadership de,u,elopment
focuses on establishing a culture that supports the organuzation's mission.
Totalpualitlt Management (tpM) and the Maltolm Baldrige Award
In 1987, the bdational Instirute of Standards and Technology $IIST) developed the Malcolm
Baldnge Nauonal Quality Award G!{Bhf QA) with the goal of promoting and rewarding quality
awareness and practices. In 1995, award criteria specif,rcally developed for healthcare orgafiz^tions
were introduced. Healthcare orgaruzadons embraced the idea, and quickly implemented processes
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and ptocedures to earn the awatd. The cnteri.a were revised ifl 1998, and 1999 marked the first yeat
that for-profit and nonprofit healthcare organtzations were permitted to apply for the award.
However, in 1999 and 2000, there was not a winner.
The criteria consist of seven categories that together address an orgaruzation's systems and
processes, its information infrastflrcture, and its performaflce. The seven categories are: (1) strategic
plannrng; (2) focus on patients, customers, and market; (3) staff focus; (4) fact based system for
measurement; (5) process management; (6) orgailz^tional performance results; and (7) driven
results. Together these categories compnse Total Qualiry Management GQl\[). Iniually, industry
quality experts assisted 21, healthcare organizations in using quality management methods to solve a
variety of problems. Most of the participating otganizations "reported positive tesults, providing
evidence that quality maflagement can rmprove business processes and service processes in
healthcare organizations" (Goldstern & Schweikhart, 2002, p.64).
Yukyeong Chong (2000) investigated the perceived total quality management [TQM]
petformance in hospital food and nutrition service departments by surveying clinical nutrition
managers and dreutians, and foodservice managers and supervisors, using a quesuonnaire containing
items about three constructs of TQM performaflce and demographic charactet{stics. Patticipants
from seven Council of Teaching Hospitals rated thet perceptions of TQM performance. Seventy-
thtee (57 percent) of the 128 respondents, completed the study.
The thtee TQM constructs - organization, information, and quality management - were
evaluated by Chong (2000). The clinical nutrition manager and dretrtian group had mean ratings
between 3.1, and 4.7 (S-ponnt Likett scale) and the foodservice manager and supervisor group had
meafl ratings from 2.7 to 4.0. Educad.on level was sigruficandy correlate d (r=O.aa) to performance of
employee traimng in the clinical nutrition group. The number of employees direcdy supervised was
negatively correlated (r--0.21) to the performance of employee trainlng in the foodservice group
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(Chong, 2000). Performance of employee trairung is related to both educatron and work
exper{ence.
As healthcare providers have embraced Total Quality Management GQhQ, much emphasis
has been placed on education and taining rn the use of TQM tools. This includes statistical quality
control methods and techniques, employee empowermeflt, and other outcome-oriented methods of
the quality movement. \Yhile these methods are rmportant, srngular emphasis on these tools can
result in solutions that accomplish little. TQM begrns with the customer. If the customer feels thei-r
needs and expectations ate met by services, the quality wrll increase flablonski, 1992).
Recognition of the importance of TQM implementation and commitment to quality
improvement rn food and nutridon services in hospitals is increasing. However, pubJished research
on the petfornance of TQM approaches in hospital food and nutriuon services is hmited. The
Chong study found that hospitals had their own distinctive quality mrssions, which led to drfferent
approaches. Although communication was important rn this study, Chong discovered that the
communication svstem was rated drffetendy by groups and posiuons rn the nutrition department.
The managers perceived lrrgher TQM performance than the dieucians or supervisors.
hJutrition care is one of the essentral roles of the clinical nutriuon professional. As
organizauonal sffuctures of food and nutrition services are reorgantzed and clinical nutr-ition
becomes one of the chnical professional services, patient feedback data about nutritron care should
be collected and reflected so that there are improvements. As Cartin (cited rn Chong, 2000) stated,
for effectrve TQM rmplementation, sausfacuon of internal customers (i.e., employees and others
inside the otganization) should be considered along with external customers (i.e., patients or
patients' families). Customet values directed by quality leadership should be at the heart of
otganizatronal sffategy to improve the quality of services of the organizal:.on.
AugsburE College Library
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St. Joseph's Hospital, based in the St. Lours area, was the fust healthcare winner in the
history of the Malcolm Balddge award after four attempts at winning th* award. The organization
operates multiple locations and has over 22,000 employees. One program the organizatfort used was
a guarantee in the emergency room that patients would have a doctor visit within 30 mlnutes of
artval. At least 90 percent of patients are seefl in that tjrne flones, 2003).
Le ade r s hip D eve lopment
In today's complex and rapidly changing corporate wodd, there is a need for a dramauc
change rn the ways bustnesses are conducted and orgafilzations are rnanaged. In the past,
organlza.tions were merely conceffred with mahng profits and achieving targets and it was the iob of
the leader to ensure all tasks were done on dme. Although the goal of f,rnancial accountabiJity has
not changed, it rnust be balanced with quality care that ensures patient satrsfaction. Achieving this
balance requires a new form of leaderchip.
People have been studying the concepts of leadershrp and organizations for many years.
The purpose is to understand two factors. First, there is a need to understand how a group
effecuvely works. What are the group dynamics and how does a leader develop them? Second,
there is a need to refine the orgaruzattorT of a givefl group so that the leaders wrll be able to gurde it
more effecuvely. Choosrng the most appropriate leadership model for healthcare environments is
criucal.
Hospitals are service orgaflLzations that provide healthcare services to patients. Keeping th"
patients satisfied rvith the services is very rmportant to the success of hospitals. By its very nature,
healthcare is a service that demands the participation of all involved, those providrng the service: the
medical, paramedrcal and other staff, and the patients themselves. The key to good health service in
a hospital is employees that have a high level of job satisfacuon, are rnotivated and have hrgh
rnorale. The highest forrn of sausfaction comes from the intinsic factors: the job itself, rather than
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the extrinsic factors such as pay, status and the working condiuons. The two are inter-telated, to the
extent that saushed employees are able to deliver a bettet level of service to the patients.
Likert (cited in Mulhns, 1995) describes the nature of manager-subordinate relationship in
terms of a four-fold model of management systems, identrfied as follows:
I System 1: Exploitative authodtative
' System2 Benevolent authoritative
r System 3: Consultative
I System 4: Participatory group
I)ecisions in exploitative authoritative relationships are tnposed from above and are based
more on fear than on positive rewards, and there is very little teamwork or communication.
Responsibtlity is centered at the top of the orgarrzauonal hierarchy.
In benevolent authoritatrve relauonships, there is a system of rervards but the leadership is
condescendrng (i.e., assumrng that he or she knows what is best). Responsibrhty in this system
resides at the managerial levels but not at lower levels.
In consultative relationships, there is a degree of trust in the subordinates, the system is
based ofl rewards, and there is sorne involvement. Teamwork and communicadons are present to a
fau degree both horizontally and verucally. Responsibrlity is also spread more widely rn the
orgafrTza:tion.
In patucipatory group relationsHpr, leadership involves trust and confidence in the
subord.inates; there is a hrgh degree of participation and teamwork and communication. Al1 levels of
the hierarchy share responsibility. Thus, parucipative, rnteracuve decision-making involves
subordinate employees.
l\{ouvation in parucipatory group relauonships - that is servant leadership - is based on a
system of rewards that includes not only financial rewards but also recogrution, and responsibfity.
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Senrant leadetship, fust introduced by Gteenleaf (1979,1982) will be examined in-depth. One
teward system explained by Portet-O'Gtady (2003) references Abraham Maslow's (1943) hierarchy
of needs and claims that the higher needs of the employees are also met. In Maslow's theory,
motivation is explained m terms of human needs. Physical needs such as food, clothing, shelter, and
comfort are at the lowest level. Next are safery needs, which include security for self and
possessions, and avoidance of risk, harm, and pain. Then come the social needs, which rnclude
companionship, acceptance, love and affecdon, and gtoup membershLrp. Higher levels include
esteem needs (i.e., responsibility, self-respect, recogniuon, and sense of accomplishment) and self-
acfinhzadon or self-realizatTon needs (i.e., the need to develop one's potential to the full and give
vent to self-expression). A parucipatory style of management tends to take care of higher level needs
by permitting employees to take part in decision making and givrng them a sense of being part of the
group. Thus, whrle at one level it can help fulfill physical needs, at other levels it helps fulfrll the
hrgher social needs of belongrng, recogmuon and self-esteem. It also allows the maflagers to idenufi,
the unmet needs of employees, improve their level of job sausfacuon and, thereby, often rmprove
job performance and the work environment.
Effective leadership involves coflstandy monitonng the work envi.ronment for morale and
sausfaction. The leader helps others gain enthusiasm, take risks, and work toward highly focused
energy. Ideally, hospital and nutsrng management should be a cornbinatron of both leadership and
management, consisung of the development of visionary programs and resources to keep the
otgarizatron viable.
Leadership involves vision, guiding oprmons, influencing and motivaung, anticipanng the
future, and having the courage to act. Management is described as dtrectingr cofltrolling,
coordinating and superwising others to achieve the goals of the organTzauon. Managers have the
formal authoriry to rnterpret and enforce policy. Mill (1991) has proposed that employees be treated
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like customers by recognizrng theu importance, learning how to tratn them, and learning how to
motivate them. He suggests that while the customer should be the numbet-one priority for
employees, the number-one priodty for managers should be the employees.
There are rnany nurstng theories that abound regarding the right and wrong u/ay to care for a
patient, but it appears coffrrnonly accepted that, when it cornes to the nursing environment, there are
many different pauents and different requiremeflts of those patients. There is also a widely accepted
view that there may be many right ways, some of which are determined by the medical condiuon
and others by the mental attrrude and personality of the patient. Recent research describes one
positive nursing theory as that of servant leadership. This selvant leadership theory is new to
healthcare, and can be seen as influen.ing not only the nursing care of the individual by the nurse,
but also the way in wluch nursing leaders will manage their departments and react to the needs of
their patients porter-O'Grady, 2003).It also has value for leaders tn other area,s of healthcare.
Servant leadetship theory can be briefly described as a management technique where the
leadet is a facilitator making the necessary resources and facrlitres available to those they manage,
rather than the authodtarian approach where it is the manager that determines the course of action
rn the first place (Pottet-O'Grady, 2003). Here the action is determined at a lower level, the method
of rmplementation may be chose, by the manager, as th*y may need to reallocate funds and switch
around the use of facilities, but th.y become resource managers and overall supervisors with
discretion given at lower levels. If we apply this management technique to nursing then u/e cafl see
that patrents will be given a great deal more drscreuon and autonomy in therr owfl treatment rather
then being required to fit in with what the health professionals deem necessary
The theories that underhe this ideal and methodology is that, when individuals have control
over their own condition, then there will be a positive mental respoflse that will aid recovery. They
move from being the treated and a victim of therr owfl treatment to being seen and feehng respected
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as art active paftner in their recovery. They do not feel that they have flo or little control over their
o'wn bodies. Thete will be cettain medical needs for some conditions, but, even with these, there is a
basic flght of the individual m most circumstances to dechne that treatment even if it results rn ther
death. If the patient has control ovet tteatment then a positive respolrse may be seen tn recovery.
In some cases, the management of patients by the servant leadershrp pnnciple may mean a
faster recovery; but, in others, it will not speed recovery, but will lead to a higher quality of life and a
much happier patient. The needs for attention and complementary resources have been shown in
ffrany studies to be lower in happier and rnore contented pauents than in those who are passive
pamcipants in thet own treatment. The follow-up visits and needs of these pauents are also lower.
This means that, if the leader of the nurstng drvision is seeing their job as one of managing resources
to facilitate the required care, they mry well be able to have a more productive department and
reduce the level of follow-up and attention. Therefore, they either rrray have teduced costs for the
same results, or are able to do more rn the long tetm rvith the same resources.
In summary, when examining leadership development, the servant leadership theory is
introduced. Servant leadetship can improve employee morale, patient care, and customer
satisfactron. In additiofl, strong leadership wrll assist'"vith job satisfacdon, higher levels of self-
esteem, and tncreased job performance. This leadershrp theory's positive outcomes are flumerous
and will be examined in greater detail. There are many characterisucs that define servant leadershrp
and how they were created. In addrtion, there are some lirnitations to this theory.
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Servant Leadership
The concept of servant leadership was fitst introduced in a 1982 essay by Robert I(.
Greenleaf entitled, "Servaflt as Leader" afld atose through his near half century pursuit of shaping
large insututions and by reading Herman Hesse's (1956) short novel, Joarrugy to the East. In this storf,
the main figure, Leo, accompanies a group as their seflrant on a long journev. At one point, Leo
drsappeats and without his canng spirit, the group quickly falls into a state of disarray and abandons
the joumey. After years of searching, the rTaruator finds Leo and he is taken in by the religious order
that origlnally sponsored the journey. As the large number of League officials filled the hall, Leo
disappeared among them. When the hall became silent, the Speaker called forth Hermann, the
flarrato\ who was to stand before the High Throne and answer for having deserted the 'Journey".
The Speaker asked Hermann whether he would prefer judgment to be passed by the officials of the
Court ofJustice, or by the Ptesident of the League. He answered that either would be acceptable.
To the narrators utter artazetnent, he u,atched as this rnan, clad in a brilliant golden robe made his
way to the front of the hall. As he approached the High Throne, each row of officials rose to greet
him, and Hermann looked on in shocked disbelief. It was Leo the servant; he who so wrlhnglv
catried the luggage for the Joumey. It was Leo, the messenger, who had summoned Hermann to this
judgment hall. Leo the humble servant was, in reality, Leo the President of the League (Hesse, 1956).
Thrs teading sohdified Greenleaf s concept of servant leadership - that those great leaders must hrst
sefire others and this srmple notion is central to all his or her greatness.
As presented by Greenleaf, this new klnd of leadership model puts serving others -
rncluding employee, customer, and community - as the number one priority. Sen ant leadership
emphasizes the need for individuals to provide increased service to those around thern, a rnore
holistic approach and mindset toward the workplace, a sense of well being and belonging in a
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community, and incteased oppotunities for decision-making power. The followrng quotaflon
clearly outlines Greenleafs centtal theme:
Caring for persons, the more able and less able senring each othet, is the rock upoll which a
good society is built. Whereas unul recently, cadng was latgely person to person, now most
of it is medicated rn insututions - often large, complex, powetfuI, impersonal; not always
competent, sometimes corrupt. If a better society is to be built, one that is more just and
more lovtng, and provides greater creative oppofturury fot its people, then the most opefl
course is to raise both the capacity to serve and the very petformance as servant, of exisung
rnstitutions by new regeneradve forces operating within them (p 14).
Larry Speats' Insights on l-.eadership, .f erairc, S tewardshtp, Spint, and S eruant ltadersh,p (1 99 8) is a
hughly informauve collection of essays on the subject of changing leadership needs, techniques, and
sryles. The book contains views of many maflagement gurus on the theory of servant leadership that
was first offered by Greenleaf in the 1970s. Srnce then, servant leadership has been frequently
discussed and analyzed with numerous maflagement experts offering therr ou/n definiuons of this
type of leadership. While it has been around fot over thtee decades, servant leadership garned
promrnence in the 1990s when many companies underwent dramatic cultural changes, includrng
greater concerns for customer and employee satisfacdon, and incorporated a different style of
leadership to meet new challeflges.
Servant leadetship refers to the style of management whete the leader focuses on the well
being of those undet his or her supervision. Instead of getting the ,uvork done by any means
possible, the servant leader is required f,ust to take into account the welfare of his or her staff and all
those who help hrm or her achieve the pdmary goal of the otgarrlzation. Servant leadership stresses
the importance of providing bettet senrice to those who contribute to the growth of the
otgantzation. The concept, however, goes well beyond the corporate wodd and can be incolporated
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in other frelds like politics, educadon, law, and healthcare. Leadershrp style, however, appears to
play the most significant role in the corporate world where employees can no longer be treated as
hired hands and are instead being recogfllzed as human capital. One of the essays in Greenleafs
"The Servant as Leadet" deftnes servant leadership rn these words:
The servant leader is servant fitst. Becomrng a servant leader begins with the narural feeling
that one wants to serve, to serve ftst. Then conscious choice brings one to asprre to lead. . ..
The best test is this: Do those served grow as persons? I)o they, while being served, become
healthrer, wiser, freet, mofe autonomous, more hkely themselves to become servants? (1998,
p. 18-1e).
In tradrtional leadership, a leader is requtred to control his employees and exercise his or her
authority frequently to get the tasks done. On the other hand, in servant leadershrp, a leader serves
his employees by focusrng on their well being and addressing thet grievances. This sftategy helps to
motivate the employees for achievement of various company goals.
Servant leadership works on the pdnciple that a leader is there to take care of his or her
people. The leader is requued to act like a king who builds the entrre empire on the pnnciples of
trust and cate. Servant leadership literatute, fot this reason, focuses ofl everyrthing from Jesus and
the Bible to modetn-day management theories to explain the significance of this kind of leaderchip.
This is obvtous from close readings of Spears' (1998) book and the essays it contains. Contdbutors
like Steven Covey and John Lore have focused on the moral side of the issue while I{en Blanchard
and Margaret Sfheatley discuss the issue from purely management standpoints. In their own uruque
ways, all contributors sought to highlight the flaws of tradrtional leadership and the posiuve effects
of this new leadership style.
Traditronal leadership lacks all posiuve attributes of servant leadershrp because it follows a
conuol-based maflagement theory. Traditionally, leaders were required to be strong-u/rlled powerful
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individuals who could manage an organization by applying force. This style of leadershrp worked
when otgantza:uons had a stable, centralized structure. However, with the passage of dme,
organtzations embraced decenffahzed structures, thus rendering traditional styles of leadershrp
useless. Coercion is no longet an acceptable leadership tool and otgantzatrons everywhere are
tequired to achieve targets by mouvaung employees and genuinely showing consideration for their
welfare.
Servant leaderslup is the by-ptoduct of a socially responsible organization. I(en Blanchard in
his essay "ServantLeadetshrp Revisited" (Spears, 1998) explains *hy servantleadershipworks in the
21" century: "Everv manager works for his or her people. It is rn relation to this responsive, serving
role that the effective manager flow encourages, supports, coaches, faciJitates, and does everything
possible to help his or her people be successful. This is where servant-leadership really takes over"
(p 26). In other words, servant leadership works because it replaces the oppressive leadership style
of the past and better undetstands the needs of the emergrng breed of employees.
Charafieistirs af Seraant l-taders
Thtough hLrs affiliation with the Greenleaf Center and petsonal relationshrp with Greenleaf
hrmself, Spears (1998) was able to outhne ten chatacteristics marufested by servantleaders:
r Listeoirg - Servant leaders are not only there for their communication and decision
makrng skills, but also to make a deep commitment to listening intently to others.
' E*puthy - Servant leaders understand and empathize with others, accept them, and
value them for their special uruque spuit.
r Healing - Servant leaders have a temendous potential for healing themselves and others
of broken spirits and emotional hurts and scars.
r Awareness - Servant leadets, by fostering self-awarefless and general awarefless, can atd
in the understandrng of ethics and values.
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r Persuasion - Senrant leaders usually rely on persuasion rather than posiuonal authonty
and convrnce rather than coerce. This characteristic highlights the difference between a
traditional authotitarian leaderslup model and servant leadership.
' Conceptualization - Instead of the traditional manager approach and concern toward
short-term operational goals, a senrant leader goes beyond the day-to-day realiues and
dreams great dreams.
I Foresight - This is probably the only servant leadershrp characteristic with which one
may be born, while others can be consciously developed. Foresight enables servant
leaders to learn ftom the past, accept the present, and be rn rune r.vith the future.
I Stewardshrp - CE,O's staff, directors, and trustees of all instirudons play significant roles
in holding therr institutions in trust fot the greater good and benefit of sociery.
' Commrtment to the gtowth of people - Instead of people being valued only at their level
of extetnal ot tangible contributions, servant leaders are committed to "seeing" the
intrinsic value of each indrvidual.
r Buildlng coffrmuruty * Servant leaders pursue building community back into the
workplace environment at the lowest level possible.
However, Speats (1998) stated, "these ten characteristics of servantleadership are by no
means exhaustiv*" (p. 6). The overall literature written about servant leadership reveals at least 20
drsflnguishable attributes, which include all of Greenleafs characteristics in some form.
Limitations of Seruant ltadership
Participatory decision-making has the advantages of making greater use of the knowledge,
information, experience and drversity of others, but suffers from the disadvantages that it requres
more time and resources and involves more risk and is more prone to conflict. Servant leadership
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could create an opening for those pou/er hungry individuals, who may try to subvert and take over
the leadership role. In addition, the cohesivefless of the groupr and the consensual attainment of the
decision arrived at may be just an illusion, dt{ven more by peer pressure, or the pressure to conform
than by real conseflsus.
Tarr (cited in Spears, 1995) discusses three potential problems or challenges faced by a
servant leader. The ftst challenge is to be an empathic rndividual; it is difficult, over durauon of
tjme, to continually be a true listener and empathize with the other individual. The second possible
confltct revolves around being both empathic and mutually collaborative. In tlrrs scenar{o, the
servant leader must become r,'ulnerable and risk sharing something of hrmself or herself with the
other indrvidual. The thud diffrculry rnvolves the collaborative process. Srnce there are usually
various goals, beliefs, values, or methodologies brought to the table by different people, a servant
leader must exhibit gteat perseveraflce and strength.
Another possible source of difficulty for a servant leader is the ever-present epidemic of
hurry sickness; that rllness brought on or exacerbated by stress, rush, and constant pressure. If
caught up with hutry sickness, a servaflt leader would be ineffective in the essentral quahties of
Iistening, understanding, empathizing, and increasing awareness with the broadening of perception.




No otganization today is immune to change. To cope with flew technologl, competiuve and
demograplu. fotces, and new leadetship challenges, every industry is altenng the way their
organizations do business. Accotding to John Kottet (1998), these change effots have come
through mafly methods: training, restructuring, fnergers, and total quality managetnent. Producing
change is about 80 percent leadership and about 20 perceflt management. Kottet states, "In most
change efforts I have studied rn the past 20 years, those petcentages are reversed. Our bustness
schools and work organizations continue to produce gteat managers; we need to do as well at
developing great leadets" (1998, p. 33).
Changing the Calture
Many otgarrTzations are transforming their culture as they redefine their leadershlp
philosophy. Change maflagement can be a diffrcult component in the implementation process.
While there are no guaranteed change sttategies, there is a clear pattern to the reasons for failure.
Most often, it is a leader's attempt to shortcut a critical phase of the change process. I(otter (1998)
identifies eight coffrmofl errors that orgaruzations make with change:
1. Allowrng too much complacency
2. Farling to create a sufficiently powerful guidrng coalition
3. Not understanding th* power of the vision
4. Undetcommunicatrng the vision by a factor of 10 (or 100 or even 1 ,000)
5. Permittrng obstacles to block the new vision
6. Failing to create short-term wins
7. Decladng victory too soon
8. Neglecrrrg to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture
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These errors can have serious coflsequences on the otgafization. They can create resistance to
change, frustration from the employees, or cause the organizaaonal efforts to fail. Failure can
damage credibility, both for the leader and the organtzatron.
I(otter took the tesearch one step further to create steps that will make an otganizadon
successful with change. Kotter (1998) discusses eight steps to transform an organization
successfully, which are summar{zed as:
1. Establish a sense of urgency - examine the market and crises.
2. Form a powerful guidtng coalition - assemble a powerful group and encourage them to
work as a team.
3. Create a vision - develop a vision that will help direct the change and a strategy to
achieve the vision.
4. Communicate the vision - effecuvely cornmunicate the visiorl to everyofle.
5. Empower others to act on the vision - remove obstacles and strucrures that undermrne
the vision and encourage risk takrng.
6. Plan for and create short-term wins - plan and create perforrnaflce improvements and
recognize those involved.
7. Consolidate rmprovements and produce still more change - use increased crefibilrty,
have employees that can rmplement the vision, and reinvigorate with flew projects.
L lnstituuonalize new approaches - articulate the connections between flew behavior and
org rrrzauonal success.
Successful change starts with the organization, however there needs to be emphasis placed on the
individual as well.
Individual change is a key component of orgaruzattonal change and requires a process to
help the individual transform. Primal l-.eadershtp by Daruel Goleman, et al. (2002) discusses five
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discoveries for motivational change. The first discovery is identifying your ideal self. This is
learning who you want to be, realizrng that to make a lasting change, the change requites a strong
commrtment to the future. Vision creates the passion for change. The second discovery is the real
self. In other words, it involves afl tnventory of talents and passions and determrning who you are
as a leader without havrng self-delusions. The third discovery is to develop a learning agenda. This
rnvolves developing action plans around learmng instead of performance outcomes. More
specifically, this would involve goal setting to learn and practice servant leadership skills. The fourth
d.iscovery is reconfiguring the brain. For example, th. brain masters the competencies of leadership
through impLicit learning, or strengthening a habit. The fifth and final discovery is the power of
teladonshipt. Leadership and change can be very stressful. Mentors and coaches will help navigate
thtough these difficult umes. These discoveries and developments will help identifi, how leaders can
transfotm thet style to be mofe serving.
Creating a Seraant ltadership Cultwre
Many otgzfizations have successfully transformed their leadership philosophy to one
adopting senrant leadership. Three of the five best places tn Fortune's January 2000 "f'op 100 Best
Companies to Work For in America" were held by companies that hved the setwant leadership
philosophy. Southwest Airlines, TD Industries, and Synor,,us Financial were the named companies.
These companies have received recognition for thet profits, customer satrsfaction, and employee
loyalty ovet the years. For instance, Southwest Atlines CEO, Herbett Kelleher, had one of the
most drstinguished orgarlzational cultures in America. Servant leadership principles ptovide the
foundation for altruism, defined as the constructrve, gtau&irg service to others, and one of the core
values of Southwest's culture (Sendjaya & Saros, 2002).
Although not featured tn Fortune's magazine, another impressive compafly has their grass
roots in Minnesota. The company is Toro and the CEO, I{en Melrose, has written books and
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aticles on the posiuve affects of servant leadership at Toro. Melrose (1995) believes that servant
leadership requrres a unique balance: you have to be a servant of the or.gilrrtzadon, you have to keep
the organization focused on fi.nancial goals, and you must weigh what is best for the employees with
what is best fot the company, and as you do, be clear and firm. He indicates that one of the
toughest challenges is kno*ing when to lead by taking charge, when to lead by backrng off, and
when to lead by grving up control and erlpowering the employees:
Leaders must learn to give power away; to serve and to channel that power to produce
quality results that are reliable, responsive, and conform to requirements; and to put the
customer ftrst, last, and always. Ivlove beyond your hmrts. Plant the seeds today that will
enable you to become the excellent leader you can be (p.190).
Successful implementation of servant leadership at Toro helped rurn a strugl4hng
otgarttza,tion to a leader in the industry. In 1981, Toro had lost more than $13 million and today
Toro has reposiuoneditself to be a respoflsible manufacrurer of innovative equrpment. In 1996, just
fifteen years zfter ttansformrng the leadership philosophy, Toro posted record earnings of ff22.2
million. Clearly, th,rs change drd not happen overnight, but was a result of long-term leadership
growth and innovation.
Toro promoted eight ground rules fot gtowth of Servant Leadershrp and the orgaruzation.
I Ground Rule One - Seed not Sod. Involvrng employees for long difficult batdes to
establish credibility and avoid the quick fi-x.
r Ground Rule Two - The Team Comes Frst. Demonstrating the value of self-direction,
empowerment, cross-functioning, and synergy.
' Ground Rule Three - Providing Gurdelines and Support. Specifyrng the quality and
quanuty of desired results, the guidehnes of the job, and the available resources; definrng




Ground Rule Fout - Close the Perception Grp. Identi$ring th* perceptron gap between
what managers thought was job satisfaction for employees and what employees acrually
feel are the satisf,rers.
Gtound Rule Five - Select Team Membets. Believing that each member has great
potentral, potentral is best achieved when people are petforming, and best performance
comes from people who are inspired, modvated, and encouraged.
Ground Rule Srx - Empowering the Team Leaders and Members. CladSring
expectations, goals, schedules, parameters, roles, responsibil:ties, consequences, and
guidelines. Empowenng the team by allowing them self-direction and the freedom to
farl.
Ground Rule Seven - I(ilhng the Seeds of Discontent. Being visible and proactively
walking the talk. Employees will begin to rise to their potenual and trust the supportir.e
eflvlfonment
' Ground Rule Eight - Do Unto Othets. Asking employees to make a commitrnent to
whatever co{porate or division entity they rvotk in. Expecting them to deliver their very
best work as individuals and as a team.
Through these ground rules, the managernent support system nurtures a vision, motivation,
open communication, and parucipatron. This model is based on a simple premrse:
If the leader focuses on the needs of the customer and employees, expects and encourages
results through valuing relationships, and recognizes people for their conuibutions, the hkely
outcomes wtll be a greater seflse of trust and accountabrlity leading to more risk takrng,
creativity, and innovauort; a stronger team that multiphes its ability to meet customet needs;
and greater empowerment to solve problems at grassroots levels leading to better solutions,
increased feelings of self-rvorth, and greater producuvity (N{elrose, 1995, p.76-77).
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H e a lt h c are App li ca ti o n s
Ironically, although the purpose of healthcare is to serve those in need, serving does not
translate into the way managers lead employees. Many hospitals operate under crisis management,
trymg to stay afloat in the face of all of the industry challenges. Power can be addictive and
rntoxicatingr €ven rn healthcare. The root of craving power is insecudty in the funrre. In the past
few years, healthcare has begun to deal udth fundamental change that no one controls but every one
of us has to respond to effectrvely.
The Sisters of St. Joseph Health System, one of the largest healthcare delivery systems in one
of the nation's most populous states, has hardly been immune to these pressures. Th'rs healthcare
system is convinced of the argument for "making a commitment to develop a values-based
organtzation marked by a culture of servant-leadership" pore, cited rn Spears, 1998, p. 305).
Servant leadership, defined as "the use of gifts and talents on be-half of all of us in a way that
models what we can be and empou/ers us to try", became a value for the arganlz,ation (I-ore, cited in
Spears, 1998, p. 300). The orgailzatTort has realized that it must go beyond rethrnking strategv and
testructuring as an organization and must build an rntegtated system of organizations. This involves
bnngrng people together from very different backgrounds so they can work together in a congruent
system.
It is a challenge to have one leadership theory permeate the leadershrp of an organizauon.
Sisters of St. Joseph, the Baldrige wrnner mentioned earlier, has an edge in thrs regard because
servant leadetship has been therr management style for decades. This quote came from within the
system itself:
Servant-leadership is the power to influence rather than the power to control. We realize
that when we choose to rnfluence people rather than control them, it at fust might seem like
weakness, but it really calls forth an inner strength. We think it really serves to engage and
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develop the cteativity, productivity, and vibtaficy that already exist in the tegions. It is a style
that we feel will be effective in facrng th. challenges that ate so ctitical in today's healthcate
environment pore, cited in Spears, 1998, p. 307).
Another strong healthcare organization is Parkland Health and Hospital System, a major
provider of healthcare to the urunsured and indrgent in Dallas County, Texas. Parkland's vision is to
"strive to be a cornfllunity-responsive servant leader dedicated to providirg high qualiry, low cost
services that improve the health, well being, and quality of life for persons and communities
entrusted to our care" fltesley, 2004). The servant leadership model provides a framework, which
allows institutional leaders at Parkland to step out of their own areas of responsibilrty to become
accountable for the rmprovements in the overall community. The results of this vision are
rmptessive. Parkland was named a member of the Solucient 100 Top Hospitals: I.Jauonal
Benchmarks fot Success Class of 2002, whrch is the second ume the hospital has made the list
flffiesley, 2004). These examples cleady atnculate the success of this model in diverse healthcate
organTzations.
Empirical S apport Jbr S eraant badership
Since servant leadership is nearly void of direcdy supporting emprdcal tesearch, th. merits of
the model are open to debate. Future reseatch may reveal addrtional attnbutes that are flot yet
prominent fur the existmg literature. There ate simply unavoidable problems in a theory that is sull in
its fotmative years. Nonetheless, until emprncal research verifres the attributes of servant leadershrp
and its effects, the existing frameworks are useful for leadership development.
A paper by Farhng, Stone, and Winston (1999) sets the stage fot emptical research on
servaflt leadership. The paper defines servant leadership, introduces a theoretical servant leadershrp
development model that assirnilates the literature, then compares and contrasts the model to
Gteenleafs perspecdve. The paper further idenufies several areas where there are opportunitres to
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initiate the empfuical research, such as "Does one variable requrre the investment of more time and
resources than another?" (p.62). Finally, the authors encourage other researchers interested in
servant leadership to jorn in the empirical research needed to advance the theory.
As many corporauons change to team-odented empoweted cultures, bureaucratic
supervisors must adapt theit leadership patterns. There a;re many ideas on how to flurture and guide
managers to adopt servant leadership. Although not a quick fix, certain core skills and behaviors are
necessary ingtedients for successful servant leadership. Companies may have to provide extensive
training and development to help traditional leaders accept and understand the servant role. [ames
Clawson (2002), author of Level Three Leadership, suggests that effecuve managers must first
"kflow themselves'. Once they unlock therr petsonal motivations and values, the core characterisucs
can be applied.
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Recommendations for Alhna Hospitals and Clinics
AIIina Hospitals and Clinics is one of the largest healthcare providers in Mrnnesota and
Westetn Wisconsin, daung back to the 1860s. Allina consists of 1,4 hospitals and 42 clinics, staffing
over 22,000 employees. They have undergone many rnergers and acquisitions over the past few
decades to emetge as a leadet in catdiac senrices, eye care and oncology. In addition, Allina offers a
varteq of services and programs, which continue to grow and expand to provide a continuum of
care and aftercare.
Allina Hospitals and Clinics is in a crisis. The organization has considerable challenges to
overcome. Healthcare, itself is undet a labot shortage. Allina has not proacuvely idenufied ways to
attract or retain employees for these 'hard-to-fi11' jobs. The organization operates in silos, whrch
causes internal competrtion for these few candrdates. In addiuon, the organization does not have a
support and training structure in place once the employees are hired. This especially.irgr true for
the leadership team. There is only one leadership training opporturuV at each hospital; a one day
orientation for leaders. New leaders are left to sink or swim, which reflects rn the high Nurse
Manager turnover rate of over 35 percent tn the first three years.
Each operating urut within Allina has its own vision. This has prevented the organization
from cteating a uniform culrure. Accotding to l{otter (1998), the lack of vision is one of the eight
common errors that orgaruzations make during change. Creatrng a vision is also a competency that
Goleman, et aL. (2002) identifies fot rndividual transformation. Leaders within Allina struggle with
the tools and resources to be successful, both in creating a vision and in motivaung change.
Large orgarrTzations, similar to Allina, cart rmprove the processes and impact the qualiry of
work, customer satisfaction, and employee engagement. Allina is the largest healthcare provider in
the state of Mrnnesota. Allina is a progressive orgartTzation, buildrng new heart centers, purchasing
the latest equipment, and promoting an empowering environment. Allina has spent ume and capital
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ofl progfams to improve patient care. Unfortunfiel!, the capital has not been spent to improve
employee satisfacuon. In fact, the corporate leadership development area consists of rwo employees
for an orgarrrzation of over 22,000 employees. The numbers speak for themselves. Allina must
recogmze that positive change can happen with a consistent leadership model. Transition begins
with letting go of something, such as letting go of old management techniques that are flot "walking
the servant leader talk".
Allina recently invested in a company wide engagement survey. Dick Petinghill, CE,O,
recently published an article on the Alhna Intranet site, which stated:
After four months of "pulse" surveying to monitor employee engagement Allina-wide, we
continue to experience an improved engagement score of 55.4 petcent. That's a staustically
significant rmprovemeflt over last year's score of 41.4 percent. While an improvement, we
aren't sausfied rvith our overall score. We recently spent sigruficant time at a senior
management team rneeung learning from one another about our efforts to create a more
engaging workplace. We are optimistic about our opporrunitres to improvement (2004).
The increase in the score is based on increasing communication around existing company programs,
havrng business line action plans to increase the scores, and leatning from others. Although these
efforts could rmpact the score, th. lasung effects on eflgagement could be minimal. This could be
perceived as qurck fixes instead of creaung opportunities to change the culture.
I{otter (1998) discusses common errors that orgaruzations make. Allina is no exception.
Allina is allowrng obstacles to block the vision of engagement. Instead of focusing on improving
leaderslup competencies and improving senices, the orgaruzatlon is cuttrng approximately 10
perceflt of their rvorkforce to be rvithin the 50'h percentile of productivity accotding to Solucient
data. The messages are convoluted - is the goal to be within the 50'h percenule or to increase
engagement scores? It will be difficult to accomplish both obiecuves rn a short amount of time.
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Another etror is farling to cteate a suff,rciendy powetful gurding coaliuon. Everyone needs to
be comtnitted to pu[ing the team together and shanng a common vision about how to address
eflgagement issues. Instead, the survey is reinmoduced on a quarterly basis. The focus then shifts
agarfl to the flavor of the month, which are currendy Solucient reports.
Allina needs to create a gulding coalition, pulling togethet the gtoup to establish a powerful
vision. The vision should include a transformadon to servant leadership and the goals to get there,
includrng trarning and resources to educate leadets on the servaflt philosophy. Then, Alhna should
cornmunicate those changes and empower the action, celebtating shott-term wins such as the
eflgagement tesults. Finally, those gains can produce more change, perhaps focusrng on
productivity. To decrease the workfotce flow, the organDation needs to have strong leadership, not
management, to carry that initrative forward. Today, strong leadership is lackrng. The emphasis on
leadership development has been nonexisteflt over the past decade. By transforming its leadership
apptoach, Allina can adopt an empowering and supportive culture to catry futute rniuauves forward.
Many org rttzauons do not have the tesources to provide in-house ttaimng. Companies,
therefore, rely on leadership institutes, such as the Greenleaf Centet. This institute conducts various
workshops and seminars to help supervisors idenufy the efficacy of the servant model of leadetship.
Many of the seminars and conferences approach $1,000 per employee. In a company the size of
AlJrna, that would cost the organization millions of dollars. A training pro#am designed for Alhna
leaders wrll be more cost effective, incorporate a consistent message, and encompass the Alhna
vision and values.
There are many challenges tn creaung a leaderstup-tramrng program that will encapsulate the
needs of the org ttrzation. Convincing senior rrrafla'gement of the need for trarning can be more
difficult that developrng the uaimng program itself (Gingerella, 1995). Once training has been
approved, many uaining programs are designed rneffecuvely. They need to be specific to the
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otgantzad.on, include both ftaining and development, and have essendal measurable factors to
determine the success. In addition, the timing of the trairung, establishing clear objectives, and
detetmirring accountability can be criucal to the success. Finally, the trarning needs to be an
enjoyable expedence that fostets new ideas and promotes contact with other leaders (|Jichols, 2001).
Nichols (2001) believes the current problem with training programs is that many
org nlzations develop the wrong material, do not have consistent follow-up after the training is
complete, and deliver it at a criucal time when the leaders have too rnany other priorities. If the
ttaining is not developed specif,rc to the needs of Allina and the program is delivered when other
organTzluon iniuatives have precedence, the trarning will fail. Although trainrng needs vary by each
orgafiTzation, the one consistent message is that mainrng is critical to the success of the organization
(Schtaub &. Katz, 1998).
Many researchers speculate about the best trainrng method for organtzations. Watad (1999)
examines uaining that incorporates different levels of hierarchy and expertise to rnclude vertical and
horizontal integtauon in the organtzatlott. Allina, which currendy operates in silos, could benefit
from a similat traimng strucrure. The perception by the parucipants was seefl as favorable in two
aspects: ofle was the effect of the program on the relationship between the participants and their
leadet, and the other aspect was the continuation of team meetings after the uarmng concluded.
These results support the positive internal impact this structure of maining produced.
Brown (1999) uses inductive reasoning when evaluating trends and best practices for
leadership developmeflt. He focuses on the execuuve level; however, many of the practices
discussed are useful for developing leadets at any level in the orgafliz^tion. Brown believes the
charactetistics for e ffective leadership traimng include:
r fi program designed as patt of an ongoing process, not a srngle event
: Increased emphasis on active learning
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. Learning occurs anywhete, anytirne through the use of distance learning technologies
. P,r{pose is action learning, which involves solving real business and personflel problems
in an environment designed to encourage learning and teflecuon
' Substance more important than style
r Training providers playrng the role of partner instead of specialist
! Greater use of best-practice rnformation and future-oriented scenarios, with less reliance
on historical case studies.
The research rernforces the need for rndividualized training based on organtzartonal needs. Alhna's
leadership training should encompass Watad's (1999) structure for remoring the silos, Btown's
(1999) characteristics fot effectrve leadership, and Goleman's (2002) discoveries for mouvauonal
change. The need for effecuve leadership uaining within Allina Hospitals and Clrrucs is evident.
This training will create an indrvidualized program that incorporates the servant leadership model
and meets the orgarrtzational goals.
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Conclusion
Many aspects of the healthcare system ate undergoing profound change. Patient
expectations, technological advances, the ddve to rmprove the safety and quality of care, and the
need for accountability are challengrng ttadiuonal ptofessional and managerial systems approaches
and attitudes. The importance of leaders, teams, and organizational functions to the delivery of
good, safe care, necessitates examination of the preparedfless of a1l healthcare professionals fot
working withln a complex system. Every rndividual could gteady benefit themselves and theu
respective workplace by boldly and faithfully tncorporaung the tenets of servant leadetship in their
lives.
Servant leadership is important for hospitals and healthcare orgafiizations because of the
special nature of the setwices provided by these orgarttzadons and the fluctuation in demand of the
services demanded by patrents. Participatory managemeflt offets more flexrbrlity to deal with these
fluctuations and the highly fluid flature and problems of the customers. In addruon, it enables
greater reductjons tn tfre costs of healthcare. In nursingcare, which forms almost half of the cost of
hospital healthcare, maflagement innovations are needed. The rationale fot drffetentiated nursing
practice stems from the fact that optimal nursing care exists when the patient's needs ate matched
with the nurse's competencies. One benefit is the effective and efficient use of scatce nursing
resources, combined with equitable compensation based on education, expertrse, and productiviry. A
secondary benefit is greater loyalty to the employet, and greater job satisfaction of nurses.
Rrsing to the challenges of healthcate is the responsibility of strong leadership. Effective
dralogue from the senior leadership team on expectations, follow-through, and dested competencies
will develop the groundwork fot cultivanng change. Servant leadership will not solve the healthcare
crisis. Instead, it wrll allow leaders to empowet their staff in helping solve problems, model dested
behavior, and serve those rn need. Commurucation will improve, employees will think rwice before
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leaving the organization, and patient care satisfactron urill inctease. Although not a cure, servant
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